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Taskforce
releases
budget plan
By Thane.Himes
iowastatedaily.com
Earlier this week, Michael Whiteford, dean
of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, released the Blue Sky Taskforce’s report to the
public.
Blue Sky looked at the possible reorganization and/or consolidation of each of LAS’s 11
departments, speciﬁcally their size, missions
and scholarly culture.
The taskforce was charged to use this data
to make recommendations that included the
consolidation of degrees, eliminating duplicate courses, development of new interdisciplinary programs, the removal of unneeded
administrative layers and the distribution
of resources and staff support across the
departments.
The taskforce’s biggest recommendation
was the restructuring of all departments and
programs, with sub-tracks to maintain ﬂexibility in prominent areas of interest.
The report included four models depicting different methods as to how this could be
achieved. Each model recommends that the
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What is Sexual
Assault?
Examples of sexual assault under the
policy include, but are not limited to the
following behaviors when consent is not
present:
 Sexual intercourse (vaginal, anal,
oral)
 Oral sex
 Rape or attempted rape
 Penetration of an oriﬁce (vaginal,
anal, oral) with the penis, ﬁnger or
other object
 Unwanted touching of the genitals,
buttocks, breast or other body part
 Coercion or force to make someone
else touch one’s genitals, buttocks,
breast or other body part
 Inducing consent through drugs or
alcohol
 Engaging in sexual activity with a
person who is unable to provide

The sexual misconduct, assault and
harassment policy begins by stating that Iowa
State strives to create a respectful, safe and nonthreatening environment for its students.
Iowa State narrowed its sexual misconduct policy to be
more speciﬁc and to include sexual assault and additional forms of
misconduct.
“All of the factors of the code — such as is it forcible or is it non-forcible, is
it a stranger or is it an acquaintance — determine how people conceptualize sexual
assault,” said Keith Robinder, assistant dean of students and student assistance and
outreach. “Often times, they use the short-hand of rape to mean very different things, that’s
where our communication breaks down; the way one person uses it and understands it may
be very different from how the policy or another person understands it.”
The former policy was not as cut-and-dry as the current one. Part of that stemmed
from questions and concerns from Penny Rice, Women’s Center coordinator.
“A big group of us were looking at the questions of an assessment we were asking
students to answer,” Rice said. “We were asking them to deﬁne the different kinds of behaviors and we went, ‘Wait a minute, how do we deﬁne sexual assault and how is that
different than rape; is it different than rape; how about sexual abuse?’ So I brought out
the policy.”
As indicated in the policy, sexual misconduct is a broad term encompassing any
non-consensual behavior of a sexual nature committed by force or intimidation, or
that is otherwise unwelcome. The term includes sexual assault, sexual exploitation,
sexual intimidation and sexual harassment.
The policy describes sexual assault as an extreme form of sexual misconduct and
represents a continuum of conduct from forcible rape to nonphysical forms of pressure that compel individuals to engage in sexual activity against their will.
In Iowa, the terms “rape” and “sexual assault” fall under the legal deﬁnition
of “sexual abuse,” which includes any sex act done by force or against the will of
another.
“It’s a lot of information to take in,” said Dione Somerville, dean of students.
“What we’ve been trying to do the last two years is trying to help students understand the continuum of behaviors because a lot of times students will report
something and not realize that what they are describing is sexual misconduct.”
“The vast majority of sexual misconduct that occurs on campus has alcohol
involved.”
Students tend to fear reporting their experiences if alcohol has been involved.
The fear of getting themselves in trouble if they are underage may prevent a person from reporting an event.
But the Dean of Students office indicated it is not here to get the student in
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Science With Practice

Real-world program for undergrads
By Tessa.Callender
iowastatedaily.com
Observing beaver activity
along Bear Creek. Determining the
ﬁve most prevalent mosquito species in Iowa. Creating an insect zoo
care sheet. Researching soil properties for Iowa grape production.
Engaging the Iowa Beef Center in
social media. Developing youth
development programs about horticulture and assisting the Iowa
4-H Camera Corps. Working for
the Iowa Pork Industry Center.
These seven activities are just
a handful of the projects the 22
undergraduate students took on
in the Science With Practice program in fall semester.
“The program allows students
to get practical, real-world experience — it helps them connect
their course work to research and
to potential careers,” said director Michael Retallick, who has
worked with the program since its
beginning in the spring 2005. “For
many students, it is an opportunity to explore research as a career
path and to help them determine if
graduate school is right for them.”
Science
With
Practice,
funded by the ISU Agricultural
Endowment Board and the College
of Agriculture and Life Sciences,
was created when these two integral organizations started “looking
for creative ways to engage stu-

dents with faculty on campus and
innovative ways to help students
fund their education,” Retallick
said.
This academic, experiential
learning and work program students can partake in for as long as
they wish focuses on hands-on experiences and at the same time allowing the students to work closely with faculty and staff on speciﬁc
projects and/or work assignments,
while earning both money and academic credit in the process in an
area of interest.
“It not only helps students develop the technical skills in their
ﬁeld, but also the professional
skills,” Retallick said.
Each student receives two
credits for the course, goes to a
two-hour long class every other
week focused on professional development and discusses topics
ranging from networking to social
media to grants.
In addition, participants must
complete assignments, create a
learning contract that sets goals
for the student and mentor that
keep them on track toward what
they want to accomplish, a journal
log of their working experiences
due once a month, as well as a portfolio and ﬁnal reﬂection report.
Each student must conduct up
to 15 hours of experiential work a
week. Whatever wage the participants make through the program,

Salary

New policy
outlines
adjustments
By Paige.Godden
iowastatedaily.com
The second budget memo and corresponding policy was released Tuesday by the ISU
provost’s office outlining a new salary adjustment policy for faculty.
“The policy is intended to provide a common understanding regarding the purpose
of salary adjustments, establish the rationale
for annual salary adjustments, and guide consistency and accountability in compensation
practices for employees covered by the policy,”
according to an interoffice communication
letter signed by Provost Elizabeth Hoffman.
“This policy promotes a mutual understanding regarding the purpose of salaries,
establishes rationale for annual salary adjustments, and guides consistency and accountability in compensation practices for employees covered by this policy,” according to the
memo.
The policy, which is effective Jan. 14, outlines several reasons for awarding a salary
adjustment including a performance-based,
merit salary adjustment for employees who
consistently meet their position’s standards
of performance. Parameters for the performance-based adjustments will be established
during the annual budget development process and be effective July 1. The process will
include “consultation with the faculty senate,
consistent with the faculty handbook and the
P&S Council,” according to the memo. “This
policy does not cover all aspects of compensation administration and other types of salary
adjustments.”

Security

Student
tackles web
protection
By Ben.Theobald
iowastatedaily.com

“My favorite part about the
Science With Practice program
was being able to wrap it all up
with a poster,” said Shannon
Mitchell, senior in agricultural and
life sciences education.
This was Mitchell’s ﬁrst year,
and her project consisting of analyzing the composition of soils and
establishing a database of the data
acquired from the tests ran in the
soils labs she worked in. Mitchell

Joseph Idziorek, graduate in electrical and
computer engineering, has been researching
computer security.
The study conducts research on sites that
have been experiencing denial of service attacks, in which hackers try to get unauthorized
access and hinder them.
An example of this is WikiLeaks, where the
site was hacked after releasing documents of
U.S. State Department cables.
“The purpose of such an attack is to bring
down the website so nobody can use it,”
Idziorek said.
“These have been quite prevalent throughout the Internet for the last 15 years since the
Internet has been around.”
In his research, Idziorek is working on
detecting these different types of attacks and
preventing them from happening.
“He’s identiﬁed a new way where sites
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Twenty-two undergraduate students participated in Science With Practice,
involving themselves in everything from research to development to
application. Courtesy photo: Barb McBreen

the College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences, and ISU Agricultural
Endowment Board matches that
amount, up to $5.
Students develop and participate in a poster presentation
where they display and exhibit the
outcomes from their project and
all of hard work they did during
the semester. The poster presentation was held at Kildee Hall, where
various professors, faculty and
students came to learn about the
participants’ projects.
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Daily Snapshot

Celebrity News
Notes and events.

Partly sunny with a northwest wind and gusts as
high as 20 mph.

Skinny Seth Rogen
can’t wait to get fat again
Get ready to see a very different Seth Rogen in “The Green
Hornet.”
In the upcoming action ﬂick
Rogen is Britt Reid, a playboy
who abandons his hard-partying
ways to become a masked crime
ﬁghter. As the Green Hornet,
Rogen gets the chance to show
off some pretty high-tech gadgets, as well as some seriously
cool clothes.
Rogen dropped approximately
30 pounds to play the superhero
so the audience’s focus would be
on his character’s jokes instead
of his weight. But, Rogen tells
CNN, “Now that the movie’s over
I hope to get fat again.”

Partly sunny, breezy, with
a south southwest wind
between 7 and 16 mph
Mostly cloudy with a 20
percent chance of snow
over night.

Iowa Weather History:
funt 1888: The infamous “Schoolchildrens Blizzard”
the middle of the country from Montana to
fac struck
as far south as Texas and eastward to Minnesota.

Shakira splits from
boyfriend of 11 years

Calendar

CAMPUS: Graduate student lends a hand
Brittney Butler, freshman in interdisciplinary studies, asks direction from Jennifer Redd,
graduate in curriculum and instruction, Tuesday near Kildee Hall.
Photo: Karuna Ang/Iowa State Daily

WEDNESDAY
Men’s Basketball
When:
8 p.m.
What:
Iowa State vs.
Kansas.
Where:
Hilton Coliseum

Police Blotter:
Dec. 19

THURSDAY

THURSDAY

Open forum
When:
Noon to 1 p.m.
What:
Brenda Behling, assistant to the executive vice president
and provost; and
Charlotte Bronson,
associate vice president for research.
Where:
Pioneer Room,
Memorial Union

Retirement reception:
Gary Osweiler
When:
3 to 5 p.m.
What:
Dr. Osweiler is a
professor in the department of veterinary diagnostic and
production animal
medicine.
Where:
Alumni Room, College of Veterinary
Medicine

Jonathan Freel, 19, of Altoona,
was arrested and charged with
public intoxication. (reported
at 1 a.m.)
Micah Martinez, 30, 1337
Walton Drive unit 303, was
arrested and charged with
contempt of court. (reported at
1:30 a.m.)
Nadya Pecharsky, 23, 126
Beedle Drive unit 104, was arrested and charged with public
intoxication, second offense.
(reported at 1:41 a.m.)
Dain McClurg, 24, 150 Campus
Ave. unit 14, was arrested and
charged with public intoxication. (reported at 2:05 a.m.)
Daniel Gilloon, 32, 2823 Lincoln
Way unit 3, was arrested and
charged with public intoxication (third offense). (reported at
2:33 a.m.)
Andrew Lobdell, 25, 3803 Tripp
St. unit 4, was arrested and
charged with operating while
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Ames, ISU Police
Departments

The information in the log comes from the ISU and City
of Ames police departments’ records.
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until
proven guilty in a court of law.

intoxicated. (reported at 2:48
a.m.)
James Mathias, 23, of Akron,
Ohio, was arrested and charged
with public intoxication. (reported at 3:24 a.m.)
Andrew Hilleman, 19, of State
Center, was arrested and
charged with third-degree
theft. (reported at 4:30 p.m.)
Francis Brewer, 25, 617 12th
St., was arrested and charged
with serious domestic abuse.
(reported at 4:35 p.m.)
Xiaoguang Zhang, 31, 407 S.
Fifth St. unit 140, was arrested
and charged with domestic assault. (reported at 5:02 p.m.)

Dec. 20
Brock Johnson, 311 Ash Ave.,
reported the theft of a cell
phone. (reported at 12:58 a.m.)
Max Diedrichs, 44, 3406 S. Duff
Ave., was arrested and charged
with operating while intoxicated, second offense; driving

Prof. Russell Laczniak
College of Business
Prof. Barbara Mack
Greenlee School of
Journalism and Mass
Communication
Sarah Barthole
The Members Group

Publication:

ISU students subscribe to
the Iowa State Daily through
activity fees paid to the
Government of the Student
Body.

while barred; drug paraphernalia; possession of a controlled
substance; and possession
of a schedule V substance.
(reported at 3:10 a.m.)
David Bauer, 62B Schilletter
Village, reported the theft of
sunglasses and a handicap
permit from his vehicle. (reported at 3:31 p.m.)
Lorrie Cottrill, 46, 4702 Todd
Drive, was arrested and
charged with public consumption. (reported at 5 p.m.)
Joseph Hallem reported the
theft of a bike. (reported at 5:15
p.m.)
Fred Meastas, 45, 225 S.
Kellogg Ave., was arrested and
charged with public intoxication. (reported at 6:15 p.m.)
Shelly Habhab, 43, 1006 S.
Dayton Place unit 62, was arrested and charged with driving
under suspension. (reported at
11:30 p.m.)

After 11 years together, Shakira
and her agent beau Antonio de
la Rúa have called it quits. The
singer conﬁrmed the news yesterday in an open letter to fans
on her website.
“Since August 2010, we made
a mutual decision to take
time apart from our romantic
relationship. Throughout this
time we have continued to work
together hand in hand, have
remained close and have kept
the details absolutely private,
until now,” she said.
The 33-year-old Colombian
singer adds that the pair views
the separation as a time of
individual growth, and that they
will remain in each other’s lives
professionally.

Owen Wilson to be a dad
We’re not sure what was in
the water or the air on the set
of Woody Allen’s upcoming
“Midnight in Paris,” but Owen
Wilson is one of the movie’s
stars expecting a new arrival.
“Owen Wilson and Jade Duell
are expecting a baby,” a rep for
the Wilson conﬁrmed to CNN.
This will be the ﬁrst child for
Wilson, who has been with his
Duell for more than a year.
Along with another expectant
star, Marion Cotillard, Wilson
can next be seen in “Midnight
in Paris” along with “Cars 2”
and the Farrelly brothers’ “Hall
Pass.”

CNN WIRE Service

Paid subscriptions are
40 cents per copy or
$40, annually, for mailed
subscriptions to ISU
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subscriptions are $62,
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Summer sessions:
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felt like it was a good opportunity in which she gained recording and communication
skills and has considered participating again with a different project in the future.
First-time
participant,
Tom Lawler, sophomore in
agronomy, also took on a project in the agronomy ﬁeld.
Lawler’s project differed in
that he focused on a residue removal study examining the decomposition rate of corn residue on an annual basis to see
when peaks of decomposition
occur and if different nitrogen
rates aide in the breakdown of
residue.
Lawler already had been a
paid employee for the professor he worked for, but decided
to take his work to another
level with the program and
started doing research and
working more with analyzing
the data collected as opposed
to repetitive motions.
He worked with 108 test
plots and examined three replicated factors including tillage
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trouble for their choices but
they are here for support and
help of the main issue — the
sexual misconduct.
“It is more likely that the
person who is going to harm
us is someone who says, ‘I love
you,’” Rice said. “Statistics
show that it is going to be an
intimate partner rather than a
complete stranger.”
“The point being that the
understanding of the reality is
what we’re trying to achieve,
and increasing the awareness
that it is inappropriate and
that as a member of the [ISU]
community you have the right,
as well as the responsibility, to
share your information with a
friend or with the people that
care about these situations
and who have the responsibility to respond,” Rice said.
It could be difficult to decipher when an incident that has
happened is something someone should report.
A question that could be
running through a victim’s
head are, “What if I was drinking and it only happened
once?”
“It just has to happen
once. It doesn’t have to be,
‘My clothes were off and I was
penetrated.’ It could be, ‘I was
touched inappropriately in an
elevator once, it creeped me
out but I don’t know what to
do,’” Robinder said.
“The value of our policy
that we don’t talk a lot about is
Iowa State affirms that there is
no place for that in an educational community,” Robinder
said. “People need to go to
class, focus on their studies
and not have to worry about
what happened on a Friday
night or any of those things.”
But the university can only
take action if it is made aware
of inappropriate events.

practices, no-till verses chisel
plow, to see if the microbes
would act faster if the residue
was integrated into the soil
or left on the soil’s surface,
as well as different nitrogen
rates and different locations.
Decomposition bags were
placed in each plot a little more
than a year ago, and residue
bags were collected twice a
month where they were then
taken back to the lab to be
washed, dried and weighed so
the data could be examined.
In Lawler’s work, he found
out that no-till plots began decomposing faster than chisel
plots, but that the residue in
the no-till plots warmed up
faster.
Eventually the chisel plots
ended up with more residue
decomposed than the no-till
plots. He also concluded that
the three nitrogen levels really
didn’t have much of an effect
since the results showed that
those test plots treated with
nitrogen ended up with almost
the same amount of residue
left on the soil surface.
“I felt that working with

Science With Practice gave
me a chance to see what kind
of work graduate students do
and how to design, run and collect data on an experiment,”
Lawler said. “It has opened a
door for me to look at graduate
school with a new perspective and gave me the chance to
learn about how agricultural
research takes place.”
Some students have even
been involved with the program for multiple semesters.
Emily Zimmerman, senior in
biology, has been involved in
the program for three semesters, starting in the fall of her
junior year.
“Science with Practice
offers its students a number of beneﬁcial opportunities, which contributed to my
desire to continue with the
program,” Zimmerman said.
“I was able to gain hands-on
experience in a ﬁeld of my interest while developing professional skills and interacting
with other students completing research in the College of
Agriculture.”
This year she built off her

“The
Dean
of
Students office cannot
act upon something if
we do not know about
it,” Robinder said. “I
can’t act on what I don’t
know. I am able to help
people a lot, if I know
Seek Medical
that they need my help.”
Services
Unless an indiComplete the anonyvidual indicates that
mous reporting form on
he or she wants to ﬁle
Exhibit A
SART’s website
a report, speaking with
a police officer or any
professional is OK to do Gather immediate
without incriminating evidence
anyone else, Robinder
If applicable, access
said.
services through the ISU
Who a student
Dean of Students ofﬁce
wants to tell about his
 Student assistance
or her experience and
 Judicial affairs
the actions he or she Conduct full
investigation
want to take can develInformation from SART
op over time.
One day a person
may only tell their closest friends and the next day sault, harassment] the things
they may feel comfortable ﬁt in.
telling someone in the Dean of
“Don’t self categorize yourStudents office, and that is OK, self and try to think where you
Somerville said.
belong on the list,” Somerville
“One of the things I’ve ex- said. “If something is telling
perienced is a student will feel yourself that something isn’t
reluctant to tell someone be- quite right in terms of what
cause they feel as though their happened, you have the ability
issue is insigniﬁcant or they to tell someone and whoever
won’t be believed or that it was you tell has the opportunity to
their fault too, so that will pre- seek you the right resources.”
vent them from saying someSomerville said when a
thing,” Somerville said. “It’s student seeks help regarding
our job to make sure they know his or her experience, because
that whenever, whomever, if it is important to the student,
ever you choose to tell, that in it is also important to the staff.
the process it’s understood and
“A range of behaviors can
it’s affirmed in the choices you be labeled as sexual assault
are making.”
and sexual misconduct cov“For us, what we care ers that, but it also covers
about is there is a student more,” Robinder said. “Some
who is availing themselves of of the behaviors are against
resources and assistance and the law while some of them
we deal with that,” Somerville are not. However, all of them
said. “Quite honestly the sup- are against our policy. We
port and resources that the want students to understand
student needs are going to be that our policy is broadly
the same regardless of where deﬁned because there is no
along that list [misconduct, as- room for sexual misconduct

What can you
do?

ISU
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project from a previous year,
which focused on the use of
biochar, a biomass-derived
black carbon, in a corn system.
Zimmerman found out
the previous semester that
this biochar can be applied to
agricultural ﬁelds to improve
soil fertility and increase crop
production, so she decided to
explore what the effects of biochar would do as a deterrent to
weed establishment. She hypothesized if the ability to reduce weed pests above ground
mirrored the decline of below
ground pathogens, the use of
biochar in agricultural ﬁelds
might be able to reduce the use
of herbicides.
In her research, she saw
a decrease in the pathogenic
microbes in the soil, which
led Zimmerman to think that
this reduction of weed species
establishment might raise the
establishment of corn seedlings with not having as much
competition above and below
ground for limited resources.
The results weren’t as conclusive as she hoped and she
thought that more research

needs to be completed to determine if biochar affects weed
species.
Zimmerman also feels that
she will now be able to utilize
the laboratory techniques and
communication and networking skills she learned when she
becomes a graduate student.
Even ﬁrst-time participant,
Sarah Tenley, junior in animal
science, felt the opportunity
was beneﬁcial. Tenley had a
project comparing the average
daily gain in steers that were
fed the typical corn and ureabased diet to those fed a new
liquid feed-based diet.
“I feel that I have gained
many valuable communication skills through this program, especially by explaining my research to other
people I meet,” Tenley said.
“It’s a great conversation starter and something that employers are very interested in.”
After initially wanting to
get involved to gain a better
understanding of what graduate school would be like, and
having such a great experience this go-around, she now

What can
Iowa State
do?

Who
can give
consent?

What can Iowa State do?
Immediate actions that the Dean
of Students Ofﬁce and ISU Police
may take include:
Interim suspension of the accused student
No-contact notices
Modifying class or work
schedules
Making alternate housing
arrangements
Addressing other academic
concerns (e.g. absences, assignments, grades, leaves of
absence, withdrawal)

Who can give consent?
Persons who are asleep or
unconscious
Persons who are incapacitated
due to the inﬂuence of drugs,
alcohol or medication
Persons who are unable to
communicate consent due to a
mental or physical condition
Generally, minors under the age
of 16

especially in an educational
environment.”
The university prohibits sexual misconduct in any
form, including sexual assault
or sexual abuse, sexual harassment and other forms of nonconsensual sexual misconduct, indicated in the policy
statement.
“We really want students to
come to Iowa State and graduate with the least amount of
challenges and barriers. Being
able to eliminate these challenges and barriers is just as
important, if not more important, than seeking the help the
students needs,” Somerville

said.
Filing a report or making a
complaint isn’t a students only
option. The most important
thing is getting the help they
need.
Iowa State takes an approach centering its response
on what the victim wants to
share, Robinder said. The staff
then deals with the messiness
of when it gets reported and
how it gets reported.
The university will work
to safeguard the identities and
privacy of the students who
seek help or who report sexual
misconduct.
However, it is important
that students understand the
limits on conﬁdentiality; different people, depending on
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can be attacked,” said Doug
Jacobson, professor of electrical and computer engineering. “The attacks could cost
organizations a large sum of
money. The goal of the study is
to mitigate those attacks when
detected.”
Idziorek enjoys working
with computer security, because for him it means working on a team in a manner
similar to a sport.
“It’s a professional type
of team where you have good
guys versus bad guy,” Idziorek
said. “It’s easy to be a bad guy,
because you have to be right
only one time. The good guys
have to be right all the time.”
The challenge for Idziorek
in this research is dealing with
the many constantly changing
aspects in computer security.
“It’s such a dynamic ﬁeld,”
Idziorek said. “Computer security changes daily. The news
makes you keep current with
all the different things going
on.”
As a graduate student,
Idziorek has started a class
that is basically an introductory course for the general
user of information technology dealing with the ways of
protecting yourself on the
Internet.

“It deals with different
aspects of practical security,” Idziorek said, “including
security issues on sites like

Facebook.”
Idziorek has been conducting his research on computer
security for more than a year.
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)25)$16
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backcareiowa.com

would love to participate in the
program again, doing research
with reproductive physiology
in cattle and horses.
“I like visiting with their
projects and seeing all the
great, different projects there
are on campus available to
students,” said Jacob Hunter,
senior in agricultural and life
sciences education who serves
as the undergraduate assistant
of Science With Practice.
“It is always exciting to see
how much the students develop over the semester; they
start looking at having a job
experience in a different way.
They make meaning out of
their experience, rather than
just working doing the same
thing over and over again.”
Whether it be developing
an understanding of the linkages between research and
practical real-world situations and problems, building
upon your interests or career
goals or gaining crucial skills,
it’s hard not to see the many
opportunities
participants
can gain from Science With
Practice and similar programs.

their positions, have different obligations with regard to
conﬁdentiality.
The policy also states that
campus and community services are available to students
even if reports aren’t made.
The university strongly encourages students to seek assistance to care for themselves
emotionally and physically
through conﬁdential crisis
intervention, health care and
counseling.

westtownepub.com

Jan. 14
David Zollo

Daily Specials
Matamoros Monday
$4 Margaritas
(2pm-1am)
$11 Buckets of
Corona
or DosEquis
(2pm-1am)
$5 Pork Fajitas*
(All Day) *Dine-in-only

Karaoke Tuesday
$5 for 8 Boneless Wings* (All
Day)
(*No sides, Dine in Only)
$1 Tube Shots
(9pm-1am)
$2.25 Spiced Rum and Pepsi
(9pm-1am)
Karaoke (9pm-1am)

White Trash Wednesday
$2 Spam Sandwiches*
and
$2 Tator Tot Casserole*
(7pm-10pm)
*Dine in Only
$2 16oz Tall Boys of Keystone
Light
and PBR
(7pm-1am)

2fer Thursday
2fer Wells (9pm-1am)
2fer Pork Tenderloins*
(All Day, Dine in Only)
Late Night Happy Hour
$2.50 Domestic Pints
(11pm-1am)

8QÀOWHUHG)ULGD\
$3.50 Pints Boulevard Wheat
(All Day)
$5 Regular Nachos* (2pm-7pm)
*Dine in Only
$1.50 Keystone Light Draws
(2pm-7pm)
$3.50 All Craft/Import Beer

Wing It Saturday
59¢ Wings & Gizzards*
*(All Day, Dine in Only. Choose
from Boneless or Traditional)
$10 Domestic Buckets
(All Day)

11am-2am
4518 Mortensen | 292.4555
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Doctor says Giffords breathing on her own
By the CNN Wire Staff
TUCSON, Arizona — U.S.
Rep. Gabrielle Giffords,
D-Ariz., remained in critical
condition Tuesday, three days
after she was shot in the head
during a gunman’s rampage,
but she was breathing on her
own and doctors backed off on
some sedation.
“I’m happy to say she’s
holding her own,” said Dr.
Michael Lemole Jr., chief of
neurosurgery at University
Medical Center. “Her status is
the same as it was yesterday.
She’s still following simple
commands.”
Lemole said Giffords was
generating her own breaths.
“The only reason we keep
that breathing tube in is to
protect her airway so that
she doesn’t have complications like pneumonia,” he told
reporters.
Lemole said he’s encouraged by the fact that she’s
“done so well” with an injury

where survival and recovery
are “abysmal.”
“We’re hopeful, but I
do want to underscore the
seriousness of this injury and
the fact that we all have to be
extremely patient,” Lemole
said.
Six of the victims in the
Saturday shooting remained
at University Medical Center,
Chief of Emergency Medicine
Peter Rhee said. Along with
Giffords, three people were
in serious condition and two
were in fair condition.
Jared Lee Loughner, 22,
who authorities say shot up a
gathering held by Giffords for
constituents outside a supermarket, has been anecdotally
regarded as very troubled and
perhaps mentally unbalanced
because of his ramblings spotted on the internet and the
way he has been described by
acquaintances.
A law enforcement official
familiar with the investigation
said authorities are still on

the scene of the shooting with
a piece of equipment called
a total station. It is a piece of
surveying equipment that
takes precise measurements
that can be used to reconstruct
a crime scene.
Loughner allegedly carried
a knapsack to the shopping
center, the official said. He
had the Glock semi-automatic
handgun, two 30-round
magazines, two 15-round
magazines and a knife, said to
the official.
The shooting has sparked
horror across the United
States and generated much
partisan talk about vitriolic political discourse in
American life and what
Loughner’s motivations were.
Meanwhile, U.S. District
Judge Raner C. Collins has
ruled that all magistrate and
district judges in the District
of Arizona’s Tucson Division
must recuse themselves from
hearing any cases connected
with the shooting.

A woman kneels down Sunday in front of candles, photos and ﬂowers at the University of Arizona
Medical Center in Tucson, Ariz. Photo: CNN Wire Service

The ruling, dated Monday,
cited the need to “avoid the
appearance of impropriety,

and because a judge has a duty
to disqualify him or herself if
his or her impartiality could

be reasonably questioned,
whether or not such impartiality exists.”

Babysitter sentenced to 25 years in prison

Disco Bowl
Thursdays

By CNN Wire Staff

9pm - 12am
www.perfectgamesinc.com
1320 Dickinson Ave/ Ames
515-598-BOWL(2695)

2 games for $8 plus free
shoe rental

2 fer domestic draws
2 fer 8” & 16” pizzas

2 fer game cards
Buy 2 get 1free laser tag

Misty Croslin, the last
person known to see a 5-yearold Florida girl before she was
reported missing in February
2009, has been sentenced to
25 years in prison and more
than $1 million in ﬁnes, court
officials said.
Croslin, 19, was sentenced
on drug-related charges

Monday,
involving the
trafficking of
prescription
narcotics
according
to Assistant
Croslin
State
Attorney
Christopher Kelly.
At the time 5-year-old
Haleigh Cummings went

missing, Croslin was living in
the family’s mobile home with
her then-husband, Ronald
Cummings, Haleigh and her
4-year-old brother.
Croslin and Ronald
Cummings were both arrested
in January along with three
others after allegedly selling
about $3,900 worth of drugs to
undercover officers, authorities said.

Illinois Democrats seek income tax hikes
By Tami Luhby
CNN Wire Service

Come enjoy our new state of
the art laser light show,
disco bowl, music and daily specials!

“Good things come in threes!”

NEW YORK — Democratic
state lawmakers in Illinois
are scrambling to pass massive personal and corporate
income tax hikes Tuesday to
bring their state budget back
from the ﬁscal abyss.
Timing is critical because
it will be much harder to
raise taxes after Republicans
take over more seats on
Wednesday. The state GOP
is ﬁrmly opposed to hiking
taxes, preferring instead to cut
spending.
While the proposal is still
in ﬂux, it contains a mix of tax
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departments of LAS would reorganize into two to three large
departments, with six subtracks among them, including
psychology and behavioral
sciences, social sciences, journalism and communication,
humanities, creative arts and
literature and languages.
From there, the more speciﬁc departments, programs
and disciplines would fall into
one of those six departments,
promoting an intellectual
synergy among the merged
programs.
The taskforce also recom-
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increases and new borrowing,
with a nod to keeping spending under control. Democrats
are trying to garner more
support for the measure by
scaling back the tax spike to 66
percent, down from an initial
proposal of 75 percent.
Illinois is not alone in its
budget problems. States are
facing a collective $41 billion
budget gap, according to a
recent survey. California’s new
governor, Jerry Brown, just
unveiled a budget proposal
that will slash funding for
social services, universities
and aid to the needy.
But the Illinois budget crisis, which has been decades in

the making, is arguably among
the worst in the nation. The
state’s income tax rates have
not risen since 1989.
The state is facing a $13
billion shortfall that must
be resolved by the end of
the ﬁscal year on June 30.
Plus, Illinois has $6 billion in
unpaid bills to social service
agencies, health care providers, contractors and others,
with another $2.5 billion in
obligations expected to join
the pile. And its state pension
plan is severely underfunded.
Republicans are ﬁrmly
opposed to raising taxes, saying it will hurt businesses and
discourage new ones.

mended that graduate programs be reviewed during the
2011-2012 school year. Also,
further decisions of whether
various programs should
continue to be supported, enhanced, downsized, merged
with other programs or simply
eliminated will be discussed
following those reviews.
Blue Sky advised that ﬁnancial resources “follow
the students,” meaning that
each department will receive
money and other resources
based on the revenue those
departments generate for the
university.
Along with the taskforce’s
report, three additional proposals were released this week.
The second proposal, a
draft entitled “Planning the
Future of the Social Sciences
of LAS,” states that there are a
number of options for the reorganization of the social sciences. One would be a full merger
of the departments of sociology, anthropology and political
science into “something along
the lines of [the] Department
of Social Changes and
Development, or Department
of Change and Globalization.”
A similar option would be
to integrate the administrative
structure of the three departments, but maintain that each
department would remain

autonomous in curricular
decisions.
The proposal also includes
elements from the Blue Sky
report with another option being the creation of a School of
Social Sciences, again merging
administrations but preserving disciplinary tracks.
The ﬁnal option included
would be to create a single department that also integrates
related graduate programs,
allowing for disciplinary
specializations.
The draft also expressed
that other options not yet
thought of are a possibility.
The other two proposals
consider the creation of an interdisciplinary doctorate program involving elements from
the social sciences proposal.
In his letter to the LAS
college earlier this week,
Whiteford was sure to emphasize that the ideas and proposals from all four documents are
nothing more than that: ideas
and proposals.
Currently, no decisions
have been made regarding the
future of LAS.
But with the Blue Sky report and the other documents
now accessible on the LAS
website, students, faculty and
administrators will have an
idea of the direction things
may be headed.

Don’t Let Back or Neck Pain
Get You Down
Our experienced staff can help with:
s (EADAcHES
s .EcK PAIN
s 4IGHT mUSCLES
s ,owER BAcK PAIN
s .UMBNESS IN
HANDS OR fEET

“Your Local Family Chiropractor”
NEW PATIENTS WELCOME!
Call Us Today For an Appointment

233-1709

Phone 1-800-478-0048 or 515-294-5684

809 7HEELER 3T 3UITE  s .ORTHERN ,IGHTS #ENTER
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online

Check it out:
read more Style
stories online at
isdstyle.com

Editor: Elizabeth Hanson,
elizabeth.hanson@iowastatedaily.com

EVERYWHERE!!
UGGs=Uggly. Suurreously.
Friley
Male wearing black leggings, short
black shorts, a plaid button up,
black jacket over, and some kind of
hat. WHAT IN THE WORLD WERE
YOU THINKING?!

New YEAR’S
Resolutions
BY KELLY MCNAMARA
ISD STYLE WRITER

By Library
Bear hat with attached
mittens(claws)
Rec Center
Should half of you be wearing cut
off shirts and/or spandex?
Everywhere on campus
Leggings and tights do NOT qualify
as pants. Ever. End of story.
50014
A guy wearing a naked cat on his
neck
West Street
cowboy boots, belt buckle and
tucked in plaid, not acceptable
going-out wear. You can take the
boy out of the farm, but apparently
you can’t take the farm out of the
boy

Photo Courtesy of Thinkstock

GET FIT THIS YEAR!

EVENTS
Who’s Bad
When: 9 p.m. Jan. 13
Where: People’s Court in Des
Moines
A Hip Hop tribute to Michael
Jackson. Tickets are $10 in
advance.
Girl’s Night Out
When: 6 to 8 p.m. Jan. 13
Where: Tassel Ridge Winery in
Leighton
Enjoy wine and dessert samples
along with take-home recipes. Cost
is $20.
Maximized Living Makeover
When: 2 p.m. Jan. 15
Where: Adio Chiropractic Clinic in
Des Moines
Start the new year off right by
learning about “The 5 Essentials for
Healthy Longevity, Toxicity, Weight
Loss, Nutrition & Exercise.” Cost is
$20 after purchase of the book.
Wine & Women
When: 7:30 pm. Jan. 17
Where: The Salon on Main Street
Enjoy wine and appetizers from
Aunt Maude’s while stylists style
your hair and give you a makeover.
The cost is $50, which is used
toward products you keep.
Funny Bone Presents Dan Grueter
When: 7:30 and 9:45 p.m. Jan. 19
Where: Funny Bone Comedy Club in
West Des Moines
Enjoy a night of laughs with
comedian Dan Grueter.

CHECK IT OUT

Every New Year we are
faced with the question:
“What do I want my New
Year’s resolution to be?”
This year, do something that
will change your mind and
body by getting healthy.
Many times people give up
on their health and weight
loss goals because their
standards are unrealistic.
Let’s face it, you are not
going to lose 20 pounds
in one week on the
“lemonade diet.”

A common problem,
especially in college, is
portion control. Take a
Super Dog, for example.
Even though it’s not the
biggest portion you could
ever eat, it’s deﬁnitely not
the healthiest.
Portion control varies with
the types of foods that
you are eating. Jonathan
Bendixen, personal trainer
at Sureﬁre Fitness in Ames,
said, “Try not to limit the
variety of foods, but limit
the portions. Take a plate
and have two handfuls of
vegetables or fruit for every

handful of meat. Eat three
meals like this while having
a small snack between
them.” This keeps your
metabolism up, as well as
keeping you full so you
don’t binge eat.
Taking advantage of the
salad bar in the cafeteria is
helpful for healthier eating,
especially if you are unable
to cook for yourself. Salad
bars are ﬁlled with many
foods high in ﬁber, which
will keep you full longer.
However, be sure to watch
out for salad dressing. There
are about 75 calories in just

one tablespoon of ranch
dressing.
Finally, one common
mistake is focusing more on
the numbers they see on
the scale. Really, you should
focus more on the amount
of inches and fat lost. If
you are gaining muscle
and losing fat, you are still
making progress. So take
on the challenge of getting
ﬁt, and healthy. It’s not easy,
but if you work hard, stay
on track and be patient, you
will succeed in your health
and ﬁtness goals.

iPod Sport Kit
BY KELLY MCNAMARA
ISD STYLE WRITER
WHO KNEW TRACKING YOUR
WORKOUT COULD BE SO EASY?
You don’t need to be an athletic
trainer to track your workouts. The
Nike iPod Sport Kit is a perfect way to
track and pump up your workouts.
The Nike kit consists of a wireless
sensor and receiver that ﬁts in your

Photo courtesy of Thinkstock

tennis shoe. The sport kit connects
wirelessly with any iPod nano, iPod
touch — 2nd generation or later —
iPhone 3GS or iPhone 4. During your
workout the sensor gives your device
feedback to track your performance
on your computer. The kit also tracks

various things while you run: calories
burned, time, distance and pace.
Not only that, you can also set
goals, track your history and virtually
challenge other runner on the
Nikeplus website. The Nike iPod Sport
Kit costs $30.

Ready to try out this Spring’s
new trends? Reﬁnery 29 has
predicted the top 10 fashion
statements of the season.
They include 70s inspired
clothing, maxi-dresses, fun
prints and bright colors. For
the complete list and other fun
fashion tips check out

www.reﬁnery29.com

Photos courtesy of Apple
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The loft is a unique, stylish resale
shop for teens & college-age
students through trendy fashions
for men and women.
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Stylish New Supplies
BY ALLISON BUTLER
ISD STYLE WRITER
GET ORGANIZED THIS SEMESTER WITH STYLE!
Along with going to class,
taking notes and getting
enough sleep, being organized
is a vital component to
succeeding in college. Being
organized means more than just
having a planner you write in
once a week.
Target has several aids to
help out with the organization
struggle. For instance, the Style
Home Organizer by Note-it! is a
great place to start. At $19.99,
this all-in-one organizer is sure
to do the trick. It has a large,
magnetic dry erase board, as
well as a corkboard. This handy
tool also has three different
bins to hold markers, scissors
or even odds and ends — this
system even includes a place to
store your keys.

Now that you’re to do lists and
odds and ends are in place,
let’s move on to your desk.
Organizing your space on your
desk can be a daunting task;
with these two helpful systems it
will be a breeze.
First up are Magazine Files.
Whether you are an avid
magazine connoisseur or use
just need a place to store
your notebooks and folders,
Magazine Files will do the
trick. These ﬁles are made by
greenroom, and for only $9, are
made of 100 percent recycled
ﬁber and printed with nontoxic
soy-based ink.
A File Box with six hanging
folders is the perfect companion
to Magazine Files. These
come in four funky colors that
are both functional and add
that little touch of fun to your

workspace. They are also made
by greenroom for $9.
To ﬁnish off your space and
add a little more fun, consider
adding WallPops! Message
Board. You get both of these
fun and creative organizers for
$8.88. These peel and stick
accessories are quick and easy
to install; just peel, stick and
create. Once you’re done,
you just grab a corner and
peel, they don’t leave marks
or remove wall color. This set
comes with a calendar as well as
a blank message space to leave
notes or write to do lists.
With the aid of these and many
more organizational products
pushing through this semester
will be a breeze. So go ahead, Photos By: Allison Butler/ Iowa State Daily
get organized.

Stick with positive mindset for 2011
BY ALLISON BUTLER
ISD STYLE WRITER

STAY ON TRACK THIS SEMESTER

offered her advise for
doing so.

Photo Courtesy of Thinkstock

Most students go into a
new semester with a fresh
outlook: focused, driven
and motivated. While this
is a very positive mindset
to have, many students fall

off this fast track a short
way into the semester.
Continuing this mindset
is vital. Carolyn Cutrona,
professor of psychology,

First up: study habits.
Cutrona said many
students feel as though
highlighting his or her
textbook is an affective
way to tackle studying;
sadly this is not true.
“What helps is to actively
interact with the material.
Stop and quiz yourself
or write down the main
points for each section,
without looking. Students
also should seek help.
If you don’t understand
something, go
up after class
and ask the
professor.”
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When you study is also an
important component of
success. Aside from not
waiting to study until the
last minute, Cutrona said
students should “set aside
time during the day when
you don’t have classes to
do the reading and assignments for classes. Use
every minute, so you can
relax without guilt at some
point in the day.”
Setting a strict schedule to
follow in the beginning of
the semester is key. “If it
just comes automatically,

you don’t have to make
the decision every single
day of whether or not to
study, whether or not to
exercise. It is a mistake to
be unrealistic. ‘I will not go
out at all for a month, but I
will just study all the time.’
People can’t stick to this.”
So, making realistic goals,
sticking to a schedule and
quizzing yourself are just a
few of the skills needed to
stay on track this semester.
Use the great start you
give yourself and stick with
it.
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Editorial

Cooperation
needed to save
Campustown

At first glance, the source of
Campustown’s economic woes isn’t
exactly apparent. Sure, there’s an
abundance of bars, tattoo parlors and
tanning and hair salons, but these
businesses thrive. They fulfill a niche
for their target demographics and are
as close as a business could hope to be
to their primary consumers.
We’re completely OK with pointing out that the slow, painful death
of the Towers complex has left the
area reeling. We think it’s absolutely
unacceptable that the university has
no future plans for the site involving
student housing.
There’s been quite a bit of antiCampustown sentiment from the
Ames community in the last decade.
It’s not hard to find examples of alumni waxing nostalgic about how things
“used to be.” It’s unfortunate the
community’s desire to economically
revitalize the area has manifested itself as public support for the LANE4
redevelopment proposal. We’ve seen
the plans ourselves and discussed
them with Campustown business
owners. This is the part where we
point out that most establishments
rent the buildings they occupy and
that the decision to sell out ultimately
lies with property owners.
Ask Campustown business owners and tenants, and you’ll likely find
most landlords aren’t known for their
sound, sensible business practices.
The compromise over the proposed Transportation Hub in Lot 60
is a prime example of what we feel is a
joint attempt by the city of Ames and
the university to expedite the downfall of Campustown, in favor of more
family-friendly attractions proximal
to campus.
The one and only hurdle existing for current business owners in
Campustown is the complete lack
of parking, or rather, the pyramid
scheme masquerading as its current
parking system.
Never mind the fact that the area
is woefully inadequate in the number
of spaces needed to facilitate proper
business. We don’t care how you sell
it to us, mandating that vehicles be
moved at midnight generates revenue
for the city, which is precisely why
the ordinance exists.
The Transportation Hub could
have provided a safe, secure venue for
overnight parking and ample room
for patrons of Campustown. Given
the business incentives given for developments in west Ames, Somerset
and downtown, we’re not surprised
the project fell through.
We’re glad the Department of
Public Safety Parking Division has
yet another venue to make its $25 per
vehicle, while Campustown continues to tread water. This hub could
have been an opportunity to revitalize Campustown, and we’re disappointed with the lack of commitment.
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Feedback policy:

The Daily encourages discussion but does not
guarantee its publication. We reserve the right
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letters@iowastatedaily.com. Letters 300 words
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must include names, phone numbers, major
and/or group affiliation and year in school of
the author or authors. Phone numbers and
addresses will not be published.
Online feedback may be used if first name
and last name, major and year in school are
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eligible for print in the Iowa State Daily.
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Earmarks are spending provisions enacted by Congress to finance specific projects. Courtesy photo: Pete Souza/The White House

Earmarks are necessary
By Michael.Belding iowastatedaily.com

Provisions provide needed
oversight, abate corruption

A

round Thanksgiving, the
Republican members of the United
States House of Representatives
and Senate met and voted to ban earmarks
in the Congress that began this past week.
For those unfamiliar with earmarks,
they are spending provisions enacted by
Congress to finance specific projects. These
funds are the “pork” legislators bring home
for the economic benefit of their districts.
Despite the billions of dollars spent on
earmark projects, often considered wasteful by everyone except the people in whose
district they are constructed, the earmarking process is a highly important function
of Congress.
First, earmarks ensure congressional
oversight of the executive and serve to increase its accountability. The presidency, as
demonstrated repeatedly, cannot be trusted
to monitor the executive’s own activities.
President Nixon famously used executive privileges to conceal the criminal
conspiracies and activities of himself and
the men working for him. The bureaucracy,
those nebulous undefined institutions that
make you fill out forms and run from building to building to collect simple government
benefits, is the executive branch. Because
the executive enforces the laws of this
country, and because all but its chief officer
is unelected, it is the most immediately
dangerous to our liberties and freedoms.
Governmental, particularly executive, powers were further restricted
after the close of the Civil War. The 14th
Amendment did not only impose upon
the states a restriction which had long
bound the federal government — that “No
person shall ... be deprived of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law.” This
amendment also ensured that arbitrary, ad
hoc, administration of the laws by the executive was constitutionally unacceptable:
“No State shall ... deny to any person within
its jurisdiction the equal protection of the
laws.” Legal problems featuring the same
events are now to be treated with the same

results, regardless of individual differences
between the criminals.
Some of you may object to my negative
characterization of executive power by
asking: Couldn’t Congress run roughshod
over the rights of American citizens as well?
Of course an elected assembly can. During
the ratification debates, anti-federalist
essayists objected to the Constitution
on — among others — the grounds that it
contained no Bill of Rights.
Federalist writers responded to this
charge by saying that assemblies elected by
the people and accountable to them would
not sacrifice their liberties and freedoms.
Nevertheless, a Bill of Rights was adopted.
Since the very early days of our Republic,
we have had the good fortune to possess
both solutions — enumerated rights, and an
elected legislature. Freedoms and liberties
can no longer be so easily abridged.
Article I, Section 9 of the Constitution
places many limits on the powers of government. Among them is the requirement
that “No money shall be drawn from the
treasury, but in consequence of appropriations made by law.” Congress makes laws. It
is the duty of the executive to enforce them.
If Congress cannot compel the executive to
act in a certain way — if executive actions
are decided internally by appointed officers
who are not accountable to American
citizens — what happened to Congress’
oversight function? If accountability in
government disappears, if government
activities are shrouded in secrecy, what
happened to the open government on which
freedoms and liberties depend?
In eliminating earmarks from government, one legislative mechanism for controlling the executive is removed, and a step
backward is taken into arbitrariness.
Second, earmarks preserve the republican government of our Constitution by
keeping power in the hands of officeholders exposed to regular elections, instead of
transferring power to individuals in their
personal capacities. Earmarks protect
against intra-government lobbying, keeping
such lobbying practices that exist out of the
framework of our institutions.
The answer to a ban on earmarks, as de-

scribed by NPR and The New York Times,
is letter-marking and phone-marking, the
quality of which is determined by the influence held by individual legislators. But this
influence is completely personal. It does not
go with a representative or senator’s seat, as
his voting power and privileges on the floor
of his House do. Instead the influence necessary to procure funds, absent earmarking,
is the prestige which a legislator has built
up over the course of his career.
It takes little effort to note that, generally, representatives and senators whose
careers have been longer are regarded more
highly than newer members. And while
considerations of prestige may be taken
into account while votes are being cast on
earmark spending measures, it by no means
goes without saying. Legislative earmarks
are all open to debate, regardless of the
seniority of the sponsoring member.
But in requiring personally-held influence to generate results lies unconstitutionality. In the 1997 case Raines v. Byrd,
the U.S. Supreme Court found that six
legislators lacked standing to sue for a determination of the constitutionality of the
Line Item Veto Act because the injury was
to the legislators’ seats, not their persons.
The suing legislators’ “claim ... is based
on a loss of political power, not loss of any
private right, which would make the injury
more concrete. The injury claimed by the
members of Congress here is not claimed in
any private capacity but solely because they
are members of Congress.”
The court indicated that a legislator’s
personal life and his political life are separate. In forbidding earmarks, then, there is
no recourse for legislators whose individual
influence with executive agencies is insufficient to award grants and other discretionary funds.
Now that the Republican caucus has
adopted a ban on earmarks, their members
risk losing their party positions if they
request them. If earmarks were permitted,
the matter would be a simple vote, open to
debate on its merits.
The use of personal influence in a public
government instead of political deliberation is simply corrupt.

Cyberbullying

Abuse lingers in digital era
By Thomas.Hummer iowastatedaily.com

Age old problem
finds new life on the
Internet, new media

W

ith all that’s happened
over the past five
years, it isn’t hard to
see why people have been adopting a rather pessimistic worldview. Reports of police brutality
and government injustice have
been more prominent than ever
within our country, not to mention
myriad of international news that
would be too much to address in
this article.
One specific problem that has
been on the rise is cyberbullying.
Every year we hear about cases of
children and teens driven to suicide by the cruel treatment they
receive online. In 2010, the tragic
story of Tyler Clementi reminded
us that the respect of others and
their privacy is something to be
taken seriously.

But the truth is that bullying
is nothing new. Most of us — or
at least the scrawny, red-headed
bookworms like myself — can
remember being picked on during our youth, and most of us
turned out just fine. I can vividly
remember the conversation I had
with my parents when they told
me how to handle these situations,
and I know that many others had a
similar talk.
Of course, the obvious difference between playground bullies
and cyberbullies is the medium.
When you’re at school, you’re with
the same people every day and it’s
easy to keep straight who you have
to worry about and who’s going to
be friendly.
On the Internet, anyone and
everyone can look at what you say
or who you are, and comment on it.
It’s a vulnerable means of self-exposure, and that same “share yourself
with the world” allure is exactly
what makes it so dangerous. With
anonymity being so easily attained,

it’s plausible that people are more
willing to be vicious online than
in person. All this creates a hostile
environment for impressionable
youth, as proven by the many
accounts of cyberbullying during
these past years.
But does the fact that we hear
about it more mean that it’s actually happening more? Bullying,
along with my earlier examples
of police brutality and injustice,
have been occurring for centuries.
If anything, the fact that we’re
actually able to account for, report
on, and expose many of these
terrible events should be uplifting.
It’s raising the awareness of our
nation’s people, and even though
the news itself may be depressing,
that knowledge is a beneficial and
powerful.
What we need to do is keep at it
and make sure that the government doesn’t impede our ability
to do so.
Obviously cyberbullying hasn’t
been around for centuries, but it’s

just a new method of doing something that isn’t new at all. Just like
any technological advancement,
there are pros and cons, and we
have to acknowledge that and try
to adapt accordingly.
We’re never going to be able to
stop bullying, of any kind, but we
can try to minimize it. Maybe the
best way is for parents to amend
the “bullying talk” by adding, “By
the way, never put your thoughts
and feelings online, that’s what
diaries are for. Oh, we’re also
forbidding you to have a Facebook
until you’re in college. You’re
welcome.”
This obviously gets harder
and harder to monitor since being
online has gotten easier for kids,
but let’s face it — parenting has
never been easy.
And so far, I don’t think, “You
can put embarrassing videos of
yourself on YouTube dancing to
Hannah Montana and Rihanna as
long as you disable commenting,”
is quite cutting it.

Editor: Jason Arment & RJ Green | opinion iowastatedaily.com
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Society

Skinhead stereotypes overlook truth
By Jason.Arment iowastatedaily.com

Seek education, learn
about other cultures

T

here was a time I thought
all skinheads were racists.
Because of popular media,
and no one telling me otherwise, I
associated the white power movement and neo-Nazis with skinheads. I have since started educating myself about the truth — after
being clued-in by some friends.
I delved into literature, read what
I could ﬁnd about skinhead culture
and quickly discovered that my
thoughts differed from reality. While
the white power movement deﬁnitely
does exist, and their hatred permeates everything they touch, there also
was a separate, documented tradition
that I found in the book “The Spirit of
69” that had nothing to do with white
power, and everything to do with being a skinhead.
“The Spirit of 69” opened my
eyes to a culture entrenched in the
working class, with a strong sense of
community and that listened to Oi!,
reggae, ska and soul music. There
was aggression to be sure, but getting
rowdy with friends is something
I understand. I realized there was
something going on I previously had
no idea about, and I needed to talk to
skinheads to learn more.
I was afforded the opportunity to
talk to an individual who has been a
traditional skinhead for two decades.
He asked to be referred to as “Jimmy
P.”

The image many people have about skinheads frequently coincides with images of white-power, neo-Nazis and other
generally frowned upon hate-groups. The truth is far different from these ideas. Courtesy photo: Justin Ian Cunningham

I pressed the issue of racism in
our talk, I needed my previous ideas
associating skinheads with racism to
be obliterated in order for new ideas
to replace the old.
Jimmy P. has invested a lot
emotionally in what it means to be a
traditional skinhead. I was surprised
when he articulated his thoughts on
those that claim skinhead yet are part
of the white power movement with
grace and poignancy.
“To embrace and to truly love traditional skinhead and publicly be white

power? That’s like telling your birth
mother you’re adopted — you can’t. I
don’t know how you’d reconcile it.
“I don’t have a problem with
people until they impose their values
on mine. If white power people want
to express themselves and openly parade and do whatever, that’s OK,” he
said. “But they can’t hijack our title.
They can’t hijack our image. I don’t
give them the courtesy or the respect
of calling them skinheads.”
The most important aspect of being a skinhead is the tight-knit com-

munity. In fact, the brother/sisterhood formed among skinheads is one
I ﬁnd close to the ties found among
military personal that have served together. They’re part of a group that is
vastly misunderstood, and being part
of a group like that requires sacriﬁce
of the self. Whether it’s adhering to
community standards or dealing
with how the media misconstrues
what it means to be a skinhead, being
a skinhead is a serious decision that
requires members to constantly be
conscientious of their affiliation.

That’s not to say all skinheads get
along. Jimmy P. said something that
explained it aptly, “One of our brothers said it best, he said: ‘You’ll ﬁnd
brothers where ever you go, they just
aren’t your brothers.’”
When I asked another traditional
skinhead local to Des Moines — who
wishes to remain anonymous — what
being a skinhead meant, they said,
“When you boil it down, it’s a working class subculture that has a higher
level of pride and loyalty than most
groups or subcultures do.”
I think that pairs with Jimmy
P.’s idea that being a skinhead is, in a
large part, “Fun, fashion, dancing and
friends.” That phrase paints a pretty
good picture of what it means to be a
skinhead.
The evolution of my opinion on
skinheads is pretty remarkable. I
went from the status quo of buying into what media was selling,
“All skinheads are violent racists,”
to understanding that the opposite
is true. Are there racists that claim
skinhead? Yes, and they allow blind
hatred to overwhelm the strong
tradition that is completely opposite
of what they are doing.
What really troubles me though,
is how I ever started out at ignorance
from square one. I thought I was
smarter than that, better than that. I
thought I didn’t need to just believe
what I was told. I let myself down.
This is your chance to, better than
believing what media shoves down
your throat, reject a monolithic view
that has no basis in reality.

Reflection

Our generation sets path for next decade
T

By Rick.Hanton iowastatedaily.com

his week we all are
going back to some
new classes for a new
year and a new decade. 2011
begins the 202nd decade of
the Common Era, and I know
that you and I will help to
make this new decade just as
amazing as the last.
Let’s stop for a second to
examine what has happened
in the last decade to give us a
feel for how far we might go by
the year 2020:
Ten years ago, the World
Trade Center in New York
was attacked and much of the
complex collapsed, killing 2,752
people buried in the rubble.
Today, after two wars tied to the
attacks and much work to battle
terrorism at home and abroad,
the structure of One World
Trade Center, the successor to
the twin towers is half-finished.

Back in 2001, Facebook
— a website many students
now use every day — was little
more than a twinkle in Mark
Zuckerberg’s eye. Today it is
one of the most-visited websites on the internet, the place
where 600 million users share
their lives online.
In 2001, cell phones were
larger, clunkier, and only the
most advanced phones had
limited internet access. The
ﬁrst BlackBerry devices able
to easily send and receive
e-mail on the go, had only just
been created and had simple
green and black screens.
Today, millions of people can
access the entire Internet on
their phone and a billion dollar
industry has developed just
to sell web-connected phone
applications or “apps.” Five
billion apps were sold in 2010

alone, compared to only 300
million in 2009; 3G phone
service that was in its infancy in 2001 is now available
worldwide, even at the top of
Mount Everest.
Back in 2001, the
International Space Station
was little more than a tiny
three-person apartment
ﬂoating around the Earth
with the early inhabitants
living in a small 40-foot tube.
But in 2010, 10 years and
nearly 1,000 hours of careful
spacewalks later, the station
is the size of a football ﬁeld
that hosts a crew of six and
is resupplied by a half-dozen
spacecraft from around the
world.
2001 was the year that
Wikipedia was founded by
Jimmy Wales and Larry
Sanger as a new type of

encyclopedia. Wikipedia
ended the year with around
20,000 new articles added by
users. Today, just the English
version of Wikipedia has
more than 3.5 million articles
— there are more than 250
international language versions — and has spawned
hundreds of other wiki-based
websites.
2001 could be said to be the
year that MP3s went mainstream as Apple unveiled its
ﬁrst iPod digital music player,
holding about 1,000 songs and
costing $400.
Today, more than 275 million iPods have been sold; and
for the same $400, you can get
an iPod with 10 times more
storage, a touchscreen display,
two cameras and the ability
to play back high deﬁnition
video.

Looking back at how far
we have come in only a decade
shows us how far we may go in
the next 10 years. Where will
our society be, what problems
will you solve, how much will
the world change? It is all up to
you and me, so keep on working
hard in your classes, in your job
and in your personal life.
Who knows what
places we will go and
what new techniques
and technologies we

will develop by
the year 2020.
I’m excited
to move
forward
and ﬁnd
out what
is next.

Courtesy photo:
Wikimedia Commons

Self-Improvement

New Year’s resolutions should reﬂect whole life
By Curtis.Powers iowastatedaily.com

H

appy New Year!
It’s 2011. That is so
weird, to me anyway.
It’s a reminder that I just keep
getting older and older.
As I’ve gotten older, I’ve
thought some about New Year
resolutions; some years I do
them, some years I don’t.
Generally speaking, I break
my resolutions fairly shortly
after making them. I think I do
that because I’m not that serious about it. They’re usually
just something I thought the
night of the New Year.
“Yeah, I should lose some
weight, so I’m not going to eat
ice cream this year. I’m not going to drink soda either.”
Occasionally good things

happen, but it’s pretty rare it
happened as a result of a New
Year resolution.
But maybe that could
change if we took our resolutions seriously like Jonathan
Edwards. Many of you probably only know him for his
sermon entitled, “Sinners in
the Hands of an Angry God.”
That is unfortunate,
considering he is considered
one of America’s greatest
intellectuals and perhaps it’s
greatest theologian.
He died as the president of
Princeton from a small pox inoculation. He got it to encourage others to do so as well.
Anyway, a major reason he
became so prominent was his

resolutions. He made a list of
70 during the course of two
years when he was around the
age of 19 and 20. Look at how
serious some of them were.
5. Resolved, never to lose
one moment of time; but
improve it the most proﬁtable
way I possibly can.
6. Resolved, to live with all
my might, while I do live.
9. Resolved, to think much
on all occasions of my own
dying, and of the common

circumstances which attend
death.
10. Resolved, when I feel
pain, to think of the pains of
martyrdom, and of hell.
20. Resolved, to maintain
the strictest temperance, in
eating and drinking.
51. Resolved, that I will act
so, in every respect, as I think
I shall wish I had done, if I
should at last be damned.
52. I frequently hear
persons in old age, say how

RENTING FOR FALL ‘11

OPEN HOUSE

Jan. 17, 19, 21 - 4-5pm
225 N Hyland
258 N Hyland
221 Sheldon
N. Hyland
230 Campus

OPEN HOUSE

Jan. 17 - 1-2pm
Jan. 18 & 20 - 3-4pm
230 Campus

Hillcrest

OPEN HOUSE
Jan. 17 - 11-12pm

2931 West / 2921 Woodland

Jan. 17 - 1-2pm
312 Hillcrest

Jan. 18 & 20 - 4-5 PM
2931 West
2921 Woodland
312 Hillcrest

515-292-5020
www.fpmofames.com

they would live, if they were
to live their lives over again:
Resolved, that I will live just
so as I can think I shall wish I
had done, supposing I live to
old age.
At the beginning of his
resolutions, he resolved to
read his list at least once a
week.
Think about that for a moment. That would have forced
him to think about his obituary once a week. How would

people remember him? What
would they say when he died?
That’s not something many
of us would like to think about
very much. It’s kind of morbid,
but we all know it will happen
at some point — some sooner
than others.
So think about that when
considering your New Year
resolutions. Also consider meditating on and making some
lifelong resolutions. It might be
a good use of your time.
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Women’s basketball

Second half propels Cyclones
22-0 run, Bolte
snap Iowa State’s Sophomore
Jessica Schroll
cold shooting
injured Tuesday

By Kelsey. Jacobs
iowastatedaily.com
Another
second-half
comeback was the clincher
for No. 17 Iowa State as it
took down Nebraska 64-43 on
Tuesday at Hilton Coliseum.
“This was a game we needed to win,” said ISU coach Bill
Fennelly. “When you’re 0-1
and you know you have to go
back to Nebraska, this was
big.”
After an abysmal first
half, the Cyclones (13-3,
1-1 in Big 12) outscored the
Cornhuskers (10-6, 0-2 in Big
12) 43-17 in the second half
and bumped up their shooting
percentage from 32 percent to
58.6 percent.
Despite its second half
burst, Iowa State started the
game ice cold. Sophomore
Anna Prins was the only
Cyclone to score until senior
Kelsey Bolte scored at 7:59 left
in the first half.
The Huskers’ offense was
connecting in the first half,
and their defense helped
out by effectively stifling all
Cyclones but Prins, who kept
Iowa State alive. This was
Prins’s third in a string of outstanding performances, and
she contributed 18 points and
11 rebounds.
“[Prins] has really changed
our team again,” Fennelly said.
“She’s a dynamic scorer and
she’s rebounding.”
After halftime, Bolte drove
the Cyclone offense, scoring
18 of her 22 points post-inter-

Late in the first half of Tuesday
night’s game, ISU sophomore
guard Jessica Schroll collided
with a Nebraska player and hit
her head on the court. Schroll
left the floor immediately and
ISU coach Bill Fennelly confirmed postgame that Schroll
suffered a concussion on the fall.
“She has a concussion, and she
has a huge knot on her head,”
Fennelly said. “I’m not a doctor
by any means, but I would be
surprised if she’d be available
Saturday.”
A game-time decision is expected to be made in Colorado
on Saturday.
The Midland, Mich., native is
averaging 3.3 points per game in
her 18.1 minutes per game this
season.

mission. Her energy helped
the rest of the Cyclones wake
up, and Iowa State blew open
the second half with a 22-0
run.
Junior point guard Lauren
Mansfield also came alive in
the second half, finding holes
in the Nebraska defense,
which led to more inside scoring. She ended the game with
nine points, seven rebounds
and seven assists.
“I just became more aggressive,” Mansfield said. “I
found more options, so I just
kept taking them, and I looked
for them more and more as my
confidence gained.”
The Cyclones will next
travel to Colorado to take
on the Buffaloes at 5 p.m.
Saturday.

Guard Lauren Mansfield sprints to pass a Nebraska opponent during Tuesday’s game at Hilton Coliseum. Mansfield had seven rebounds
and nine points to help the Cyclones defeat the Huskers 64-43. Photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily

Iowa State overcomes first-half woes again

By Dan. Tracy
iowastatedaily.com

ISU coach Bill Fennelly
knew what the first question
from the media would be after
the game. So, he answered it
before it was asked.
“I have no idea what’s going
on in the beginning of games,”
Fennelly said.
The 16-0 deficit that Iowa
State faced against No. 1
Baylor on Saturday was one
that they hoped to forget. The
Cyclones (13-3, 1-1 in Big 12)
missed their first eight shots
and were never able to recover
in the 12-point loss in the Big
12 opener.
So when Fennelly gazed at
the scoreboard in the first half
of their game against Nebraska
and saw 7-0, he wasn’t too
pleased.
The early shooting woes
for Iowa State continued again
last night as the Cyclones
missed their first five shots en
route to the 7-0 Nebraska lead.
Meanwhile, Nebraska (10-6,
0-2 in Big 12) knocked down
four of their first eight shots
before the Cyclones got on
the board with a jumper from
Anna Prins at 14:42 in the first

different in our pre-game,”
said junior point guard Lauren
Mansfield. “I think as the point
guard maybe start off more aggressive and try and get that
confidence in my teammates
and get them feeling comfortable to start off with.”
The first half woes set the
Cyclones back as they didn’t
lead the entire first half, trailing 26-21 at the break. Iowa
State didn’t take their first lead
until 17:38 remaining in the
second half at 28-26. However,
tough defense and 18 secondhalf points by senior guard
Kelsey Bolte helped key a
Cyclone second half run.
“The last two games we’ve
trailed, we’ve dug ourselves
kind of into a hole and in the
second half we just kind of
picked up our defense,” Bolte
said. “We picked it up on the
Center Anna Prins reaches for a rebound during Tuesday’s game
against Nebraska. Prins had 11 rebounds and 18 points to help
the Cyclones defeat the Huskers. Photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa
State Daily

half.
“We finally got it figured
out right when I took Bolte out
of the game, I told her ‘we’ve

got to come up with something,’” Fennelly said.
“I think we’ve all agreed
that we need to do some things

Player of the Game
Anna Prins
sophomore center

33 minutes
18 points
11 rebounds
5-of-11 field goals
6-of-8 free throws

defensive end and were able
to get some things going on the
offensive end.”
The second half would
be a different story for the
Cyclones as they knocked
down eight of their first 10
shots in the second half in taking a 42-32 lead with 12:57 left
in the game.
“You can’t have eight minute stretches in this league and
survive it over time and ironically it’s been the beginning of
both games but to our credits I

word!

thought we played a great second half,” Fennelly said.
The Cyclones made 17 of
their 29 second-half shots
including five three pointers
after making only one in the
opening half en route to the
64-43 win.
“We played outstanding
in the first seventeen minutes
of the second half and we just
need to make sure that that’s
how we start the first half
next time, hopefully we can do
that,” Bolte said.

Sports Jargon
of the Day:
Libero

SPORT:
Volleyball
DEFINITION:
Position player that specializes in defense and wears a different
color jersey than rest of team. Cannot block or attack the ball above
the net.
USE:
The different colored jersey helps Ashley Mass stand out as Iowa
State’ best libero ever.
ARITHMATIC:
Specializes in digs. Mass averaged 5.04 digs per set.

Prins continues to impress, puts up double-double
Center shakes
‘confidence issue,’
provides spark
By David. Merrill
iowastatedaily.com
Anna Prins had her third
impressive game in a row in
Iowa State’s 64-43 victory
over Nebraska (10-6, 0-2 Big
12) Tuesday night. This is an
act that Iowa State (13-3, 1-1
Big 12) could get used to.
The sophomore center put
up 18 points and 11 rebounds
in the victory and has averaged
18 points and seven rebounds
during the past two games.
For Prins, it was a matter of
clearing her head.
“I think it’s just a mindset
thing,” Prins said. “I just decided that I need to pick my
game up. I was in a little bit of a
slump, and I think it was just a
confidence issue.”

Prins had balanced first
and second halves. She put
up 10 points and six rebounds
in the first half then eight
points and five rebounds in the
second.
The team’s 80-51 victory
over North Dakota State was
the starting point for her hot
streak. She had a game-high
22 points and totaled nine
rebounds.
She was also one of the
bright spots against Baylor,
adding 15 points and six rebounds in a 70-58 loss.
Like Prins, coach Bill
Fennelly couldn’t quite put his
finger on what has been Prins’s
spark over the past few games.
“It’s hard to say with a
young person,” Fennelly said.
“Sometimes it’s timing, sometimes it’s health, sometimes its
opportunity. We all go through
periods where were just not
right. Whatever it is, just keep
doing it.”
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ISU

18-55

field goals

25-54

5-24

3-point FGs

6-15

2-3

free throws

8-14

31

rebounds

40

9

assists

17

15

turnovers

12

™
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There’s more online:

For even more photos of
Tuesday night’s matchup
against Nebraska, check
out the photo gallery online, at
iowastatedaily.com

Guard Kelsey Bolte attempts to drive around Nebraska’s Lindsey Moore on Tuesday at Hilton
Coliseum. Bolte had 22 points to help the Cyclones defeat the Huskers 64-43. Photo: Yi Yuan/Iowa
State Daily
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Commentary

Why ISU fans don’t want to let go
By Jeremiah.Davis iowastatedaily.com

A

uburn beat Oregon in
a nail-biter Monday.
Like most sports
fans at Iowa State, I’ve been
thinking about what it means
to me that Gene Chizik has a
national championship.
Personally, I’m ﬁne with
it. I had let the events of my
freshman year get clouded by
the joy of my sophomore year,
as Cyclone fans watched Paul
Rhoads take over the program.
But the rest of Cyclone nation? That’s a different story.
As I watched the end of the
game Monday night, as the
events of the game unfolded,
I could plainly hear who the
people in the surrounding
apartments were rooting for.
It wasn’t Auburn.
I heard cheers that rivaled
an Iowa-Iowa State game.
Floor pounding, wall-rattling
voices that would make you
think it was the Cyclones who
were driving for the gametying touchdown, as Oregon
was late in the game.
They say time heals all
wounds. Apparently, it hasn’t
been enough for the Cyclones.
Sean Keeler wrote in the
Des Moines Register that
Cyclone fans need to let Chizik
go. WHO-Channel 13’s Keith
Murphy echoed that sentiment in his blog after the game,
saying both sides are better off.
They’re both right. Yes, as
people we shouldn’t hang on
to grudges or anger. And yes, if
given the choice retroactively,
Cyclone fans would choose
Rhoads every time.
But here’s the difference:
while Cyclone fans should let
Chizik go, they don’t want to.
They also don’t want to be told
how to feel about it.
At almost every turn since
the day he left Ames, Chizik
has referred to Iowa State like
an unpleasant hour he had to
spend with in-laws he doesn’t
care for. Even after the national
championship game, he had
nothing to say for Iowa State.
I just don’t understand it.
I don’t think many people do.
Why the ambivalence for the
place that gave you a chance?
That isn’t for us to answer.
Only he knows how he feels
about his time in Ames, and
it’s likely that it will stay that
way.
That’s why it’s so hard
for Cyclone fans, especially
students, to have anything but
disdain for him.
He was introduced at
Hilton Coliseum through the
game day tunnel and promised
a lot of things. Even after two
awful years, he still had much
of the student body hopeful.
For as long as I can
remember, whenever I talk to
Cyclone fans, there’s a common theme: They want to be
competitive consistently. In
general, ISU students and fans
are an informed group. They
know Iowa State will never be
Alabama in football or Duke
in basketball. They just want
to root for a team that’s in the
hunt, with a shot at jumping
up and taking a swing at the
big boys every once in a while.
Chizik represented another mark in the loss column for

Iowa State. Lost structure for
the football team, lost recruits
that could’ve made an impact,
lost hope for the future.
Of course, that was where
Rhoads stepped in. But that’s
like getting remarried. You
aren’t going to forget, or even
necessarily forgive your exspouse if they cheated on you
and left you for someone with a
bigger house and more money.
Sure, you’re happier than
you’ve ever been and don’t
wish it was any different, but
when you see the ex and their
new spouse driving past you in
their new Beemer, you kind of
hope they at least break down.
Just don’t tell fans how to
feel. Sure, we shouldn’t worry
about what Auburn does,
because honestly, there’s no
way that would’ve been Iowa
State’s national championship game Monday night. But
watching a man who used
your favorite team to reach
the pinnacle of college football
is like a giant punch in the
stomach.
So forgive the fans if they
aren’t happy. I don’t expect
that to change any time soon,
and if you know anything
about the nature of sports and
its fans, you won’t either.

Former ISU coach Gene Chizik’s departure has left many Cyclone fans feeling bitter, causing them to root for Oregon in the national
championship game like “it was the Cyclones who were driving for the game-tying touchdown.” File photo:Iowa State Daily

RECREATION SERVICES

Classifieds
Daily Classifieds Work!
gfdaf]

CHECK
US OUT!

We guarantee it!

Buy 5 days,
Get 5 days
FREE!*
*ISU students get 5 free days
if the item does not sell in 5 days.
Excludes Autos and Rentals

www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds

Sell it. Move it. Buy it!
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any
offer of a
job opportunity or
service that sounds too
good to be true;
chances are it is.
Before investing any money,
please contact the

Des Moines Better
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137

HUD
Publisher’s
Notice
All real estate advertising in this
newspaper is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as
amended which makes it illegal to
advertise “any preference,
limitation or discrimination based on
race, color, religion, sex,
handicap, family status or
national origin, or an
intention to make any such
preference, limitation or
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly
accept any advertisement for real
estate which is a violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby informed
that all dwellings
advertised in this newspaper are
available on an equal opportunity
basis. To complain of
discrimination, call HUD toll free at
1-800-424-8590.

Help Wanted
!BARTENDING! $250/day
potential. No experience
necessary. Training available.
1-800-965-6520 ext.161.

Bartender needed nights
and weekends. Apply at
American Legion #37
225 Main St. Ames.
Now hiring bartender.
Apply in person.
Fuji Steakhouse 1614 S.
Kellogg.
Professional Position Open
Executive Director
Ames Education Foundation
Part-time, excellent salary
& benefits. Information and
application:
www.ames.k12.ia.us/AEF/
Foundation.html

Help Wanted
IMMEDIATE OPENING
Abstract & Title Services
of Boone County has an
immediate opening for an
Abstractor. We are looking for a detail oriented
person. Hours are M-F
8:00 - 4:30. Benefits
and paid holidays are
available. Please mail a
resume and cover letter
to 702 Story St., Boone,
IA 50036 or email to
BooneOrders@AbstractAndTitleServices.com
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM
Paid survey takers needed
in Ames. 100% FREE to
join! Click on Surveys.

Tutors
TUTORS
Spanish, French, German.
Call SOON! 515-233-2185,

515-232-5507.
FAST FACT: BANKING
61% of ISU students have an account
at one of the Ames ﬁnancial
institutions
88% of ISU faculty and staff bank at
one of Ames’ ﬁnancial institutions

Houses for Rent
Great 3 bdrm houses. 2
baths, W-D, D-W, garage.
$875-$1250. 6 blocks to
campus. No smoking and
no pets. 515.292.2766 or
515.290.9999

Sublease
Sub in three bedroom apt
at 300 stanton. Includes
parking space. Total
$515/month. Free heat,
water, cable internet/tv.
Has Ac. two blocks from
campus. 515.988.4549.
Subleaser Needed Jan.10
to May.6
1BR w/own bathroom.
Very Close to Campus and
Orange Bus Stop
Includes Washer/Dryer
Internet Cable
Call (319)240-8567

FIND US

at over 140 locations around campus
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CLASSIFIED DEADLINES:
LINE ADS:
11am, one office day in advance.

DISPLAY ADS:

12 pm, Three office days in
advance.
email: class1@iastate.edu
phone: 515-294-4123

CLASSIFIED RATES
LINE RATES:

(per line per day, includes online)

1-3 Days......$1.60 (per line)
4-6 Days......$1.35 (per line)
7 Days...........$1.10 (per line)
Min. Charge
$3.10

Price includes 55¢/day online charge.

We accept:

Help Wanted

For Rent

Help Wanted

CALLING ALL
CREATIVES!
The Iowa State Daily

NEEDS YOU!

Fishing for
good applicants ?

This spring and summerl,

W aol k
t s
campu

Put your bait
i h ISU D il

the Daily is putting
together a team of

designers to rock the

Renting for Fall ‘11

OPEN HOUSE!
COME SEE US
January 17, 19, 21, 2011 | 3-4 pm

ad design at the Daily.
Working knowledge
of InDesign, Illustrator,
Photoshop and Flash

ÝÛ Exceptional ﬂoor plans
ÝÛ Paid heat, internet, cable
ÝÛ Washer/dryer in unit

are recommended.

Help Wanted

205 Beach - Beachview

This is a great opportunity
to build your resume
and learn what it is like

210 Gray
Sunset View

ISUy
D ai l

to have a real world

work experience.

Build your resume
and gain leadership
experience.

Please send resume and
electronic portfolio to
gayledar@iastate.edu or
stop in 108 Hamilton Hall

Contact: class1@iastate.edu or 515.
5 294.
4.4123
www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds
For Rent

 Radar Repair
 Power Generator Repair
 Computer/Detection
Systems Repair
 Petroleum Supply
Specialist
 Diagnostic Equipment
Maintenance
 and MANY MORE

Questions?
Contact Patty Alley
palley@iastate.edu
or 515.290.3127


2519 Chamberlain

5V^SLHZPUNMVYMHSS
0:<OHZYLWVY[LKP[»ZZLJVUK`LHYVMYLJVYKLUYVSSTLU[
:[HY[SVVRPUNUV^[VNL[[OLILZ[ZLSLJ[PVU
)LKYVVT(WHY[TLU[Z ;V^UOVTLZ
=HYPL[`VM-SVVYWSHUZ
7L[-YPLUKS`
:^PTTPUN7VVSZ:HUK=VSSL`IHSS*V\Y[
)HZRL[IHSS*V\Y[

Sublease 2 BR
West Village 2BD 2BA.
First Floor. Very spacious.
Free INT/Cable/Gym. Pet
friendly. W/D in unit.
$720/mnth. Open Jan. 1,
contact katvan@iastate.edu
or dcnewman@iastate.edu

For Rent

515-292-5020
www.fpmofames.com

Campustown Living
Real Estate Group
Service

YOU CHOOSE
THE CAREER FIELD!

High priority jobs with
PAID training, up to
100% tuition assistance
and $50,000 in student
loan repayment.

121 Beach - Sunset Beach

Campustown Locations
:LGHYDULHW\RIÁRRU
plans
)5((0HGLDFRP
FDEOHKLJKVSHHG
internet
$FFHVVWR
SULYDWHÀWQHVVFHQWHU
3ULPHORFDWLRQV
6WRSLQWRÀQGRXWDERXW
our new properties!

^^^\UP]LYZP[`^LZ[JVT   *VJVUPUV9K 

&KHFN8V2XW$W
ZZZUHVJLFRP
(PDLOLQIR#UHVJLFRP

Games
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Look online at iowastatedaily.com for your weekly Target ad.
TM

Daily Crossword : edited by Wayne Robert Williams

Ahhhhfordable Living.

Peace of Mind.

ACROSS

DOWN
1 Elec. readout
2 Field unit
3 Some temps
4 Journalist Stewart or Joseph
5 Consignment shop transaction
6 Swelled head
7 Word of urgency
8 Gossipmonger
9 Kennel double talk?
10 Tuna at a luau
11 Building shelf
12 Persona non __
13 Wide gulf
18 Bob Marley feature
19 Cuban dance
23 Café cup
24 Roundup
25 Met favorites
26 Where to see a lot of keys
27 Knight games
32 Haka dancers of New Zealand
34 Made a quick stop
36 Santana hit also covered by Tito Puente
37 Madison’s foil

ZKDW"

1 The Renault 5, in North America
6 One-named New Ager
10 Lake plant
14 Street of San José
15 Ending with play or party
16 Rosemary, for one
17 When some suits don’t wear suits
20 Sound from Simba
21 Frat “T”
22 Fords with racing stripes
23 The Pawtucket Red Sox, e.g.
28 Nuclear org. created under HST
29 __ Grey tea
30 Deep Throat’s org.
31 Bamboozle
33 Christian surname?
35 How oaths are taken
39 __ de espera: waiting room
40 She played Buffy
42 River to the North Sea
43 Derby town
45 Trig ratio
46 “Sonic the Hedgehog” developer
47 Shad delicacy
49 Schoolyard claim
51 Frame for Roger Rabbit
52 Sandals in Jamaica, e.g.
57 Sinatra’s Gardner
58 Mideast “son of”
59 Cheese or its town
60 Assume a defensive position (and what we did to
highlight this puzzle’s theme)
66 Hard downpour

67 Music biz sensation, perhaps
68 “If I Were a Rich Man” singer
69 Feminine suffix
70 Mex. miss
71 Clear

just
sayin’

38 Passed out in Vegas?
41 Sharon’s language
44 Company that uses Pegasus as a symbol
48 Brooklyn’s __ Field
50 Get under control, in a way
52 Buried supply
53 Like most cardinals
54 __ to go
55 Pencil maze word
56 More wise
61 Cavs, on scoreboards
62 Worked (up)
63 Bambi’s aunt
64 Where Rockefeller was gov.
65 Match, as a raise

Yesterday’s solution

Jokes For the Day
Ms.Battle: Henry,I hope I didn’t see you copying
Casey’s math test.
Henry: I hope you didn’t either
...
The teacher said to Danny: “Why are you in the
ﬂoor?”
Danny said: “Because you said to do this Math
problem without Tables.”
...
teacher asked : Why are you late for school?
Johnny: Because of the Sign.
Teacher : What Sign?
Johnny : The sign that says “School ahead go slow”

www.dgstaphouse.com

A new classic: Some kid just walked in with his class
schedule on a bud light box.

MooseKnuckle

-just sayin’
SUBMIT YOUR just sayin’ to iowastatedaily.com/fun_games

Daily Sudoku

Aries: Rearrange Your Space

To get the advantage, check the day’s
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) -- Today is an
8 -- People tend to avoid change and the
unfamiliar. Change can be good, though
-- especially today. Rearrange your
space and love it.

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete
the grid so each row,
column and 3-by-3 box (in
bold borders) contains every
number 1 to 9. For strategies on solving Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Today’s solution:

Taurus (April 20-May 20) -- Today is a
7 -- If you can’t get what you need close
to home, look for it elsewhere. Traveling
may suit your wandering spirit anyway.
You’ll find what you’re seeking.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) -- Today
is a 7 -- Save a little for priorities. To
determine them, ask yourself, “Do I
really need this?” Anything you can
choose to live without is like money in
the bank.

WEDNESDAY
All you can eat buffet

from 11-3pm

$6.99 all you can eat chicken, beef,
pink (shrimp), ﬁsh, and steak tacos
$3 1/2 pounders with cheese and fries
216 Stanton Ave. (515) 268-1785

Charlie Hunter

Daily Horoscope : by Nancy Black and Stephanie Clements

Today’s birthday (01/12/11). It’s time
to come out of your shell. The world is
your ocean. Take care of it, explore it
and share it. Keep it free of clutter so
you can swim more freely. Your career
is important. Your space -- your ocean,
your environment, your community -- is
even more important.

Level: medium

Jan. 14th 10pm $5

from 3-9pm

Cancer (June 22-July 22) -- Today is a 6
-- Budget what you have for what you’ll
need. Your creativity and analytical
nature may conflict with one another,
so schedule the time and then get out
the paints.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) -- Today is a 5
-- Be practical. Today you make a good
impression. Feed your inspiration by
traveling, even if it’s just a walk around
the block. This time away allows for new
perspective.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -- Today is
a 7 -- Practice delegating work. Today
and tomorrow are good for travel, or for
learning a new skill. Get in touch with a
family member and appreciate them.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -- Today is
a 7 -- You’re overly practical today.
Balance that with a creative community
project or by playing with kids. They
remind you how to give and take without
consequence.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -- Today is
an 8 -- Put all your focus and energy
into a new project. Either finish it or get
into the completion phase. Plan the
celebration for later.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) -- Today
is a 7 -- A conflict can be resolved, but
don’t venture far, and keep money in
pockets. Use communication skills
online or by phone. You’ll be glad you
spoke up.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) -- Today
is an 8 -- Strive for perfection. It may
be there all along. Business interferes
with pleasure. What if you could
mingle both so that work and play were
interchangeable?
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) -- Today is a
7 -- All may not go as planned. Conserve
resources, even if abundant. Who knows
what’s next? A mirage appears on the
horizon, and something gets revealed.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) -- Today is
a 6 -- You tried something, and it didn’t
work. You can convince others to do it
for you instead. Agree to keep expenses
down for mutual benefit.

Jan. 15th 10pm
$10 adv / $12 dos

Rising Lion

Jan. 21st 10pm $5

Tickets can be purchased
online at www.dgstaphouse.com

Open Tues.-Sat. @ 4pm

located above

Daily
Free
Drink
Pool
Sundays! Specials
125 Main St. - 232-1528

Make Es Tas Wednesdays
a part of your week!
$150 Domestic Bottles from 3-9pm
$200 Domestic Bottles from 9-Close
Like Es Tas on

to view our daily specials
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Editor: Jake Lovett | sports iowastatedaily.com | 515.294.3148

Men’s basketball

Iowa State set to take on No. 3 Kansas
Hoiberg leads
squad against
undefeated
Big 12 rival
By Jake. Lovett
iowastatedaily.com
Fred Hoiberg has seen success against his team’s next
opponent.
When “The Mayor” was
in uniform for the Cyclones,
Iowa State went 4-5, and he
averaged more than 17 points
against the perennially powerful Kansas Jayhawks.
Wednesday, he takes them
on for the ﬁrst time as a coach,
when his Cyclones (13-3, 0-1
Big 12) take on No. 3 Kansas
(15-0, 0-0) at Hilton Coliseum.
“For us, it’s a great opportunity to go out and see where
we are,” Hoiberg said. “They’re
big, they’re strong, they’re
physical, they shoot the heck
out of it and they’re fast.”
He said his team needs to
play “almost a perfect game” to
top the nation’s third-ranked
squad, and he may be right.

Jamie Vanderbeken and Darion “Jake” Anderson defend for Iowa State against Kennesaw State on
Nov. 24 in Hilton Coliseum. The Cyclones beat the Owls 91-51 and play No. 3 Kansas on Wednesday.
Photo: Manfred Brugger/Iowa State Daily

The Jayhawks are the
NCAA’s top shooters, hitting
on 56; 1 percent of their shots
and are one of only ﬁve remaining undefeated teams.
“We’re going to have to play
the right way,” Hoiberg said.
Kansas is the eighth-best

scoring offense in the country
(84.3), and features six players that score more than nine
points per game. Two of the
Jayhawks’ top performers,
twins Marcus and Markieff
Morris, lead the Jayhawks inside, combining for 28.6 points

per game.
Hoiberg said the twins
pose “a lot” of problems inside
for the undersized Cyclones.
“It’s not only inside, but
it’s outside. The Morrises can
both shoot the ball,” he said.
The Jayhawks also run

much deeper than Iowa State
with 10 players seeing the ﬂoor
for more than 14 minutes.
Iowa State has only six.
“Kansas is always deep,
they’ve always got a lot of numbers to throw at you,” said ISU
forward Jamie Vanderbeken.
“Us, we’ve just got to go with
what we have.”
Vanderbeken is one of
three Cyclones, along with
Diante Garrett and Scott
Christopherson — struggling
recently with a sore elbow
— to have played against the
Jayhawks, but none have
seen a win against the Big 12
rival.
Kansas has won the last
10 matchups against the
Cyclones, with the last ISU
victory coming in 2005.
“We’ve had guys who have
played in this game,” Hoiberg
said. “For our young guys, for
our freshman? You just hope
they don’t go out there and
stare into the lights a little bit.
“They’re going to have
to go out and compete from
the opening tip. Because if
you don’t against a team like
Kansas, you’re not going to
have a chance.”

Iowa State
(13-3)

vs.

Kansas
(15-0)

Where: Hilton Coliseum
When: 8 p.m. Wednesday
Media coverage: ESPN2,
Cyclone Radio Network
Game will be broadcast
on KURE radio (88.5 FM).
Play-by-play: Dan Tracy
Color commentary: Sam
Turner
Daily writers Jake Lovett
and Chris Cuellar will
chat live during the game.
Notes: Iowa State will
honor Johnny Orr, alltime winningest coach
in ISU history, before the
game.
Kansas leads the all-time
series between the two
teams 168-58.
Iowa State hasn’t beaten
the Jayhawks in Hilton
Coliseum since 2004.
Iowa State hasn’t beaten
a ranked opponent in
Hilton Coliseum since
beating No. 25 Colorado
in 2006.

Former Cyclone Johnny Orr returns to Hilton
Team hopes
to channel ‘Orr’s
energy boost’
By Chris. Cuellar
iowastatedaily.com
As if No. 3 Kansas coming to town couldn’t get fans
hyped enough, there will be
two Johnny Orr’s at Hilton
Coliseum on Wednesday.
The winningest coach in
ISU men’s basketball history,
Orr is being honored on the
court before the game and will
also host the grand opening
of his namesake restaurant,
“Johnny’s,” a sports bar for do-

nors on the east concourse.
A statue of Orr and some
memorabilia from his coaching career will also sit outside
the donor area.
“Johnny has been, and I
think always will be, the most
important sports ﬁgure in
[ISU] athletics history,” said
current coach and former Orr
player Fred Hoiberg.
Orr (218-200) led the
Cyclones to six NCAA
Tournament appearances and
ﬁve 20-win seasons during
his 14-year tenure, including a
stretch of four tournaments in
ﬁve years (1985 to 1989).
Hoiberg and current
Cyclones know Orr was more
than a record and stats, as the

retired golfer was a big enough
personality that he got a restaurant and a famous entry.
The sound system at
Hilton would blare the “Here’s
Johnny!” introduction from
the “Tonight Show” with
Johnny Carson whenever Orr
would hit the court.
“He’s the best I’ve ever seen
at just going in and commanding a room and telling jokes
and telling stories,” Hoiberg
said. “I think that’s one of the
reasons people had so much
passion for Johnny at Iowa
State.”
A popular ﬁgure that has
been described as a wild man
on the sideline, Orr gets to see
his young conﬁdant in Hoiberg

take over the reins of the program and attempt to re-establish Orr’s legendary “Hilton
Magic.”
“He was competing for
league
championships,”
Hoiberg said. “That’s what I
want to do. It is exciting, and
I know how much fun it is to
play that way. I know players
want to play that way; I know
fans want to see that style of
basketball.”
The Cyclones will likely
need Orr’s energy boost, taking on an undefeated Jayhawk
team that has beaten Iowa
State in 10 straight meetings.
Orr’s teams were always contenders against the powers of
the Big Eight Conference, but

the Cyclones haven’t defeated
a ranked team at home since
2006.
“I’ve heard and everyone
has been telling me he’s a legend here, and it’s going to be
real exciting for the fans,” said
current ISU forward Jamie
Vanderbeken.
A presentation and likely
subsequent ovation are schedule to begin at 7:45 p.m., with
tip-off at 8 p.m. Orr was inducted into the Iowa State
Athletics Hall of Fame in 2001.
“It wasn’t just about basketball; he cared about you,
he wanted you to graduate,”
Hoiberg said. “It should be a
great night to honor a great
man Wednesday.”

Johnny Orr, the winningest
coach in ISU men’s basketball
history, returns to Hilton
Coliseum on Wednesday to
be honored and to host the
grand opening of his namesake
restaurant. Courtesy photo:
Iowa State Athletics

Vision Center
3800 W. Lincoln Way | 292-4269

Get a clear view this semester!

Vision Center
New semester, New YOU!

Vision Center
New semester, New YOU!

Frame Special

Contact lens package

25% OFF

Any Frame with purchase of lenses
Not valid with any other offer, discount, insurance or
value package
expires 2/1/11

FREE Contact Lens Exam
With purchase of a routine eye and 6 months supply
of contacts
Cannot be used in conjunction with any other discounts,
offers or insurance
expires 2/1/11

